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Dyskadores’ dollops 1

Prepare small pots containing; 
Mustard, Chocolate spread, Milk, 
Black treacle, Tomato ketchup, Ice cream 
(ideally needs to be blue ice cream for 
the later sessions on learning colours; 
perhaps you could use food colouring!)

Print the labels but keep them 
concealed initially

Sos rudh Tomato ketchup 
Dehen rew Ice cream
Kedhow Mustard
Molas du Black Treacle
Leth Milk
Kyfeyth Choklet Chocolate spread

Dip a finger in the chocolate spread. 
Say “Kyfeyth choklet, chocolate spread, 
Kyfeyth choklet”. Taste the chocolate 
spread and smile broadly.

Put your thumbs up and say “Da! Good! 
Da!”Say “Da yw genev vy Kyfeyth choklet! 
I like chocolate spread! Da yw genev vy 
Kyfeyth choklet!” 

Ask everyone to copy your actions and 
repeat the phrases with you. Dip a finger 
in the mustard. Say “kedhow, mustard, 
kedhow”. Taste the mustard and look 
revolted. Put your thumbs down and say 
“Kas! Hate! Kas!” Say “Kas yw genev 
vy kedhow!” 

Ask everyone to copy your actions and 
repeat the phrases with you.

Ask a volunteer to come out and say to 
them “Yw da genes sos rudh? Do you 
like…tomato ketchup? Yw da genes sos 
rudh?” Help the volunteer to taste a tiny 
amount of ketchup. Get them to share 
their reaction (pleasure or revulsion) 
with the class.

Prompt them to share the response;
“Yw! Da yw genev vy sos rudh”  
or “Nag yw! Kas yw genev vy sos rudh” 
Repeat with another volunteer;
“Yw da genes leth? Do you like milk? 
Yw da genes leth?” Help the volunteer 
to taste a tiny amount of milk.
Get them to share their reaction 
(pleasure or revulsion) with the class.
Prompt them to share the sentence
“Yw! Da yw genev vy leth” or 
“Nag yw! Kas yw genev vy leth” 

Repeat with volunteers for Molas du 
black treacle and Dehen rew ice cream. 
Give each group/table a set of filled
pots and a set of labels. 
Challenge them to match the correct label 
to the correct pot.  

Tell the first person from each group 
to ask the person next to them 
“Yw da genev vy…(kyfeyth choklet)?”  

Tell the second person to dip their 
finger in the correct pot, taste the spread, 
show with their face whether they like/
dislike it and reply appropriately.Once 
they have replied they may now ask the 
next person and so on around the table. 
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